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CHi.PT1rl I

The Graduate Division of Indiena state Teachers

Colle~e

has since its bStinninc encoureced and fostered scientific research dealint: w'i th prae: t ic ally ull

'phas~ s

of 11Ublic ed UCL ti on.

:As a result, better and more scientific procedures have been
developed which have in turn developed ¥ithin the mindb of
its stuaents an apprecistion of the needs und vblues or such
reseG.rch.

It is wi th this

thi s study.

backi.~round

thcl t the c,uthor

ha~;

12.ude

'The generbl purpose I then, wue to mal:e a further

investi~Etion

of the musical capacities of the Laboratory School

pupils of Indiana 3ta te Teachers Colle"e, and to help, if
possible, to make a more adaptable music prO!-Tbl': 1'or' these
pupils.

I.

1.

'IMMED lATE A1M3

To decide the innate musical ability of the

individual pupil.
2.

To help us foretell the )robable musical

development of the child.
'1\

3.

To select from a large

~roup

of

pupil~

those

who are relatively musical.
4.

To discover unusual abilities.

'"'' . .
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1.

ULT Ik\TE AIM.S

To make a statistical study of the data

obtained by giving the Seashore Talent Test and to thus
discover the average capacity of the school.
2.

To make a statistical study of the grades

in music to determine the relationship, if any, which exists
between achievement and capacity.

It is also the purpose of

this study to determine whether or not the pupils

in the

highest quarter of musical capacity are being sufficiently
challenged by the music courses to form the right mental
attitudes which are necessary in order to do work comparable
to their musical capacity.
3.

To propose several plans and programs for the

music department which will help in solving the problems which
arise in this study.
There are six innate musical capacities which can be
scientifically measured.

They are:

rhythm, consonance, and intensity.

pitch, memory, time,
For the purpose of this

stUdy, it was decided to give only those tests which were
most predicative of,success or failure.

In the study by

Brown, enti tIed liThe Reliabili ty and Validi ty of the SeaI

t

. {

shore Tests of Musical Talent, II he makes this statement: I

!
I~..,

lA. W. Brown, liThe Reliability and Validity of the
Seashore Tests of Musical Talent." . Journal of Applied
PSYchology, Vol. 12, (1928), pp. 468-476.

liThe reliability coefficients of the Seashore tests, with the
exception of pitch, intensity, and memory were low."

The re-

liability of the time test was brought out in several of the
studies reviewed.
oratory School:

Thus, four tests were chosen for the Labnamely, pitch, time, memory, and intensity.

Seashore himself seems to defend these four tests
more than the other two.

The following is a list of nine

statements which Seashore makes concerning these tests. 2
1.

The physiological limit of pitch discrimi-

nation does not vary with age.
2.

Pitch discrimination does not vary with sex.

:3.

The physiological lind t of pi tch di scrimi-

nation does not vary with intelligence for normal individuals.
4.

The sensitiveness of the ear to pitch dif-

ferences cannot be improved appreciably by practice.
5.

Hearing of pitch is an instinctive capacity

which comes into function very early in infancy and develops
quickly in the individual on account of the bioloeical function that it has served and now serves.
6.

Within the realm of his acquaints.nce with

sounds, the child has as keen an ear for intensity as the
adult.

2Ibid, p. 269.

4

7.

Intensity discrimination rests mainly upon

'

the delicacy of structure in the ear which has no relation
to intelligence.
8.

T4e discrimination of differences in inten-

sity is not improved by training.
9.
a large scale.

Musical memory is capable of cultivation on
It does not, however, correlate very closely

with general ability in school work.
Mr. Paul Popenoe also makes three statements concerning these tests which are perhaps as significant as those
made by Mr. Seashore. 3
1. "Musical ability is not closely related to
general intelligence, although a really great musician must
be a person of more than average intelligence.

But the feel-

ings for rhythm, pitch discrimination, and the like, which
make, a competent performer, may be quite independent of the
level of intelligence.
2. "One whose ambition is limited to the
pianaforte does not need so good an ear as one who aspires to
play the horn, while the latter can succeed with an ear that
would disqualify him as a violinist.

Ability in this direc-

t

tion has been found to be inborn and little influenced by

r

practice.

t

3paul Popenoe, ~ Child's Heredity (Baltimore, Md:
The Williams and Wildins Co., 1929), p. 173.

5

3. liThe various musical capacities. so far as

studied, have not been found, on the whole, to be associated
with each other in any pronounced way."

CHAPTER II

REVIEW OF PREVIOUS STUDIES

Many stud'ies have been made using the Seashore Capaci ty
,~Tests,

and many music programs have been devised upon the

results obtained.

It would be impossible here to review all

of these studies.

Only a few which are applicable to this

study are reviewed.

The first study reviewed has a definite

bearing upon this study since the procedures used are essentially the same as those used for this study.

I.

L. M. Tilson's5 study deals with four hundred and three
special music students of Indiana State Teachers College who
had taken the Seashore tests, a psychological examination, and
had received quarter grades for completion of work done in all
of the ear training and sight-singing courses required for
graduation.
as:

From these data, Mr. Tilson made such comparisons

psychological !atings and music

ta~entt

music talent and

achievement grades, and psychological ratings with quarter
grades.

. . . .6J..

M. Tilson, ''llusiCal Achievement of College Students at Various Levels of Music Talent and Psychological
Rat1ngs. n Teachers College Journal, Vol. 7, No.5.

?

Mr. Tilson found that many of the students in the lowest quarter of music talent and psychological ratings were
also in the lowest quarter of grades.
success could

no~

He also found that

be predicted as could failure.

In the light of these facts, Mr. Tilson suggested that
those students in the lowest quarter of psychological ratings
and music talent shoUld withdraw from the music curriculum.

II.

J. W. Highsmith,6 attempted to find the relationship
between the Seashore Capacity Test scores and success in
music classes.
for Women.

His study was made of a North Carolina College

Information was obtained from three sources:

scores on Seashore tests, scores on ferman Group Test of Mental
Abili~y,

and marks made on college courses.

It was found that

the reliability of the Seashore tests was fairly high.

The

tests. however. could not predict success, and the validity
of the tests when measured by school marks was very low.
Was concluded that the Seashore tests did not predict
success in students,'of music.

~

6 J • A. Highsmi th, "Selecting Music Talent,
Applied Psychology, VIII (1929). 486-489.

II

Journal

It

8

III.

Flora Mercer Brennan,7 in her study, esta.blished
procedure~

for

t~e

investigation of relationships between

musical capacity tests and musical performance, drew tentative
conclusions regarding the existence of such relationships, and
suggested subsequent research in this field.

The students

used for this study were chosen from the music school of the
University of Iowa and were either studying piano or violin.
Twenty students were chosen, sixteen of whom were piano
students and four were violin students.
given the Seashore tests.

These students were

A questionnaire was also given to

secure information regarding the music environment, interest,
and training of the students.

They were also given a per-

formance test on music material which was new to them.
It was found that the student with superior musical
capacity tended to rank higher in performance than students
of average capacity.

The tests giving the highest index in

performance ability were memory, intensity, and rhythm.

It

was found that there is good evidence of close relationship
between tone quality and the motility test.

Musical training

'F. M. Brennan, "The Relation Between Musical Capacity and Performance." Psychological MonograPhs, Vol. 36,
(1926), pp. 190-248.

\o.

9

played a greater part in the performance than it did in the
capacity tests.

IV.

A. W. Brown 8 obtained data on the reliability of the
Seashore tests, and also determined to what extent the tests
could be used to predict success in musical training.
Junior- and senior-high-school students were used for
the study.

The Army-Alpha Intelligence Test was given along

with the Otis Group Intelligence Scale, Advanced.

The six

Seashore tests were each given twice.
It was discovered that the reliability coefficients of
the tests with the exception of pitch, intensity, and memory
were low.

There was no relationship between scores on tests

and tbe teachers' grades.

There was little relationship be-

tween intelligence and musical capacity.

The age of the

students had little effect on the scores and the intercorrelations between the tests were low.

V.
Ester Allen Gaw 9 made a study with the music students

8Brown, .2».

ill. pp. 468-476.

\.. ~. 'A•. Ga.. , "A Survey of Musical Talent in a Musical
School," Psychological KonograRBs, Vol. 31, (1922), p. 228.

10

of Northwestern University.

Tests were given to measure their

musical capacity, motor ability, and memory.
Binet Intelligence test was given also.

The Stanford-

A case study of

each student was made giving his musical education, home
environment, interest and ambitions, emotional reactions, and
creative imagination.
The students were then classified into four groups
according to their capacity, and their instruction was given
on the basis of their capacities.
Out of this study comes the suggestion that music
teachers discover not only each student's weak points, but
also his strong points and capitalize on those musical abilities in order to obtain the greatest amount of appreciation
development for the student.

VI.

M. E. Wise,lO in his study, used the KwalwasserDykema music tests along with various Otis tests in forming
the basis of the music education program for the school.
- It was found'that there was a closer relationship be-·
tween talent and accomplishment than between intelligence
and accomplishment.

Homogenous groupings were recommended

l~. E. Wise, ~Planning a Scientific Program of Music
for a Junior High School." Music Educators National Confer~ Yearbook, 1934, pp. 233-239.
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for all classes using taJ.ent as the ba.sis for the grouping'.
Talent alone. however. did not insure progress in learning.
This program was to be carried out for several years to
observe the
"

!

t

I
J
I.

.'

.

re6u~ts.

CHAPTER III
PROCEDURE
All children of the Laboratory School of Indiana State
~eachers

College from the fifth to the twelfth grade inclusive

were given the Seashore Measures of Musical Talent.

Four tests

of the battery were used; namely, pitch, time, memory, and intensity.

The pitch test was given three times, since it was

felt that three trials were necessary in order to obtain an accurate score which was representative of the pupil's capacity.
The other three tests were given two times each, making a total
of nine tests for every child.

The highest score made on each

of the tests was kept as the final score.

These were changed

into percentile ranks, then changed into a standard score and
all added together making one composite standard score.
The tests were given over a fourteen-week period so that
tew children were asked to take more than four tests each week.
Two tests were given in one fifty-minute period, thus making two

periods weekly used by each child in taking the tests.
~j~s

The pu..:.·

were, for the .most part obtained in the study and home-room

periods.
A soholarship index of musio grades was made of the three
semester grades in music which were available in the Laboratory
Sohool.

Since grades are given in letters, the following valua-

tion was placed upon the letters:

The pupils Vlere classified into four groups on the bases
of the ir

LlUS

ic tale n t.

Group I is the hi en est group; eroup II the

next highest; group III the next, and group IV tIle lov,'est.

CHAP'I'BH IV
ST~TISTIC;u,

TRE.ci.TIL&iJT OF DA'rA

After ali the tests had been given, and the cr~des recorded,
• it

V;:J.S

decided to

u~,e,

for this study, anI:' the scores of pupils

in the fif th, sixth, seventh, and e i gh th grade s.

In the se orade s ,

there i7ere tVlO hundred and e iCh ty-seven stUG ent s yri t h a tot81 of
two thousand five hundred and eighty-three tests.
The distribution of scores on each of the f'our testf', does
not in any way resemble a normal curve.

HOl'rever, the dtstrib1...1ticn

of the conposi te standard s cores does, a;Juroxirate th'3 hell curve.
The folloY!ing table, which is a conparison of the r>0ans,
medians, and standard deviations of each of the four tests, shoyrs
that, While there is no apparAnt relationshin

bet~een

the distri-

butions of each of the tests, the means and st3rldarc1 devL,.tion2.
are much the same.
time is 50.41.

The median for 'Ditch is 30.11 and

th~:~t

for

These medians thus show a difference of nineteen

points.
Since the country-wide mean as gi. ven by Carl Seashore for
the tests is fifty, the Laboratory pupils seerr, to be lower in
I

oapacity than the average.

#

.

.

!
i

•
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TABLE I

MEANS, MEDIANS, AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF THE PERCENTAGE
RANKINGS OF PUPILS OF THE LABORATORY SCHOOL
ON THE SEASHORE TEST

Mean

Median

Pitoh

33.07

30.11

28.0

287

Time

50.72

50.41

31.5

287

Memory

35.96·

36.21

34.5

287

Intensity

35.78

36.75

32.0

287

Test

Standard
Deviation

Number

Administratively these low scores can be accounted for in a small
measure by two conditions.

First, the children soon found that

the tests were not interesting to take and, therefore, the children
might not have done their best.

Second, the tests were given in

groups averaging from twenty-five to thirty pupils.

It is the

author's opinion that if the tests could have been given in smaller
groups of not more than
fifteen pupils,the possibility of outside
,

.

distraotions would have been lessened, and some of the scores would
have been a little higher.
,

•

When the pupils were divided into four quartile groups on
th&;'baslsot musioal talent, Table II was obtained.

16

TABLE II
MEANS, }':1EDIANS, AND STANDARD DEVIATION OF THE
COMPOSITE SCORES OF STUDENTS AT VARIOUS
LEVELS OF MUSIC TALENT

Group

Mean

Median

I

4.95

4.88

II

1.94

1.90

III

- .1998

-

-2.634

-2.590

IV
Total

1.04

.1687

.830

Standard
Deviation
1.9

Number

70

.765

70

.121

71

.77

76

2.9

287

In the first group of musical capacity, the mean and
median are very high.

The standard deviation of the group is

large, showing that a wide range ot scores was included in the
quarter.

The second group, the mean and mediam are much lower,

in tact they are near the midpoint or mean of the group.

In

. the third group, the mean and median are a little below the mean

ot the whole group.

..

also small.

.,

The mean and median of the fourth group' are

The standard deviation for these groups grows smaller

with each group. showing that the pupils in the three lower groups
r

,
,

.

j,

are more homogeneous than the pupils in the highest group.

17

In order to compare the scholarship indexes of music 'grades
with music capacity, the scholarship indexes were divided into
four groups on the basis of the quartile deviations.
shows that

Table III

groupi~g.

TABLE III
MEANS, MEDIANS, AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF THE
SCHOLARSHIP INDEXES OF MUSIC GRADES

Group

Mean

Median

Standard
Deviation

Number

(:,;1 .;~:

79.91

74.63

9.55

76

II

61.96

59.79

4.80

48

50.0

50.0

33.95

40.95

53.46

53.75

III
IV
Total

0

142

9.70

21

16.0

287

The distribution of grades is a more nearly bell-like
distribution than the distributions of music talent.
in the highest quarter.

~ad

The pupils

between a "B" and "C" average •

Table IV is a comparison of music grades and composite
standard scores in the quartile groups.
~

In the highest quarter

ot musical capacity the mean of the scholarship indexes is only
62.93.

This is tar below a "B" grade, and indicates clearly that

18

TABLE IV
A

COMP~.unSOl;

OF THE L:US IC GRiillES

OF PFPIIS AT THE VJ'J:UUUS LEV:2::LS
OF I.lJS I C TALENT

:Means

standard
1Iedian Deviation

Number

~.lusic

Talent
'71.25
Scholarship Index 62.93

'71.04 .
60.5

1.19
18.2

'70
'70

II

t-usic Talent
4'7.23
Scholarship Index 52.36

4'7.0
51.10

.'765
15.'7

'70
70

Group III

39.99
Music Talent
Scholarship Index 54.80

36.'72
48.88

.121
15.6

'71
71

10.17
Music Talen t
Scholarship Index 52.'74

10.64
47.26

.77
14.0

'76
76

Group

I

Group

Grou
Group

IV

these pupils are not doing wort in their 11Usic cl&ssps
their ability.

ec~ual

It seems significant that as the meUD cDC

to

n~edi3n

of the groups are 1 o vie red , the scho1_arship indexes of the e;ro1.1ps
remain nearly the same.

This seems to indi cate tl1El t th ere is

'little correlation between music grades snd r,usic,'l capacity.
>

This, however, is rtot true in some individual cases.
In the highest quarter of mus ic grades, the necm for the
music talent is only a li ttle above the r1ean of the v'hole group •

•
j

This seems to indicate that for this c:uc,rtwr there

ship between the teacher's
1

music.

fiB

j.f'

no relation-

rks and the puni Is' capa ci ty in

19
TABLE V

A DISTRIBUTION OF THE 1IDSICAL CAPACITY
OF STUDENTS AT VARIOUS LEVELS OF
MUSIC GRADES

Music
Talent
7.6--8.0
6.1--7.5
6.6--7.0
6.1--6.5
5.6--6.0
5.1--5.5
4~6':'-5.0

4.1--4.5
3.6--4.0
3.1--3.5
2.6--3.0
2.1--2.5
1.6--2.0
1.1--1.5
.6--1.0
.1---: .5
(-)4.O!-Q
( - ) .9-- ( - ) .5
(-)1.4--1.0
(-)1.9--1.5
(-}2.4--2.0
(-~2.9--2.5

(- 3.4--3.0
(-)3.9--3.5
(-}4.4--4.0

Group
I

Group
II

Group
III

Group
IV

1
0
1
7
4
5
2
5
4
5
3
5
3
3

0
0
0
0
1
3
3
1
2
5
0
1
4
5
3
6
4
1
0
4
1
2
1
1
0

1
1
2
4
1
6
3
4
5
8
3
9

6

48

5

2
7
2
2
3
2
3
1
0
1. .

Number
2
1
3
11
6
14

10
8
6
11
4
6
8
9
11
7
5
2

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
2
0
2
1
3
2
0
1
2
0
3
1
2
1

10
11
19
6
17
15
20
17
17
24
7
9
17
12
19
10
8
4

142

21

287

8

9

\

Total

76

20

.

Table V, showing distribution of musical capacity of the
pupils at the various levels of music grades, shows clearly the
fact that a greater percentage of the pupilS made low scores on
the Seashore tests than made high scores.
~hy

This explains, again,

the mean for the whole group in musical capacity is low.

It

is most significant to note that the fourth quarter of music
grades is only in the interval 3.1 to 3.5.

This seems to indicate

that the. students in the lowest quarter of music grades have a
lower capacity range than the other three groups.
TABLE IV
A COMPARISON OF THE MUSIC TALENT
OF STUDENTS AT VARIOUS LEVELS
OF SCHOLARSHIP INDEXES

Classification

Mean

Median

Standard
Deviation

Number

Group I Scholarship Index 79.91
Music Talent
50.1

74.63
50.61

9.55
2.92

76
76

GrouptI Scholarship Index 61.96
Music Talent
43.6

59.79
40.97

4.80
2.47

48
48

Group ID:Soholarship •,Index 50.0
27.51
Music Talent

50.0
28.1

0
2.95

142
142

40.95
30.84

9.70
2.16

21
21

Group IVScholarShip Index 33.95
Music Talent
27.26

............... ,1'.... ' • • •','

,t,· I!tt •.•

TABLE VII
DISTRIBUTION OF GRADES AT VARIOUS LEVELS, ~ OF MUSIC CAPACITY

Gra48s

'h

Q2

Q3

91-100

9

3

0

81- 90

3

3

'11 - 80

16

61- '10

Q4

Number

2

-14

3

3

13

9

14

7

46

'1

5

6

2

20

51- 60

5

9

6

8

28

41- 50

29

39

34

51

153

31- 40

0

0

4

0

4

21- 30

1

2

3

3

9

11- 20

0

0

0

0

0

1- 10

0

0

0

0

0

70

70

71

76

287

,

Total

.1

'"

l\:)

t-'
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In Table VII showing the distribution of music grades of
pupils at various levels of musical capacity. there is one
important point that should be taken into consideration.

In the

first group of music talent. the pupils made a music grade below
the interval 41 to 50.

This again seems to show a relationship

between capacity and grades.
Perhaps the most valuable table made for individual
guidance purposes is the one which gives the means. medians. and
standard deviations of the soholarship indexes of the pupils at
various levels of music talent.

The mean for the scholarship

indexes of the pupils in the first quarter of musical capacity
is very high.

It is also found that the mean scholarship index

of pupils in the lowest quarter of musical capacity is very low.
This table enables the music instructor to place each:"pupil not
only in the right quarter of music talent but also in the correct
quarter of music grades.
of a

pupil'~

It also furnishes a basis for diagnosis

difficulties and helps the instructor plan a much

more soientifio music ourriculum.

23
TABLE VIII
MEANS, MEDIANS, AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF THE MUSIC GRADES
OF THE PUPILS AT THE VARIOUS LEVELS OF MUSICAL CAPACITY

Standard
Mean Median Deviations

'C1assification

Music Talent of Group I
93.00
£15.5
~i.64
62.06
4£1.85
48.52
25.00
25.00

Group
I Grades
Group II Grades
Group III Grades
Group IV Grades

6.10

Number

0.00

12
22
35
1

10.1
0.00
0.00
10.0

1£1
8
38
4

7.05

4.15

Music Talent of Group II
Group
I Grades
Group II Grades
Group III Grades
Group IV Grades

76.68
48.25

50.0
33.0

71.68
48.25

50.0

33.0

Music Talent of Group III
Group
I Grades
Group II Grades
Group. III Grades
Group IV Grades

75.0
63.0
48.0
33.0

73.62
63.0
48.0

4.0
4.77

0.0

8.15

33.0

20
11
31
£I

Music Talent of Group IV
Group
I Grades
Group II Grades
Group III Grades
Group IV Grades

70.5
0.0
50.0
37.0
,

•

:
~,

"

'

71.21
0.0
50.0
41.£13

11.75
0.0
0.0
9.15

22
0
44
10
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CONCLUSIONS
After careful study of the statistical data, the following conclusions are made:
1., The average musical capacity of the pupils

JS

low, since the average country-wide score established by

Seashore is 50.

The mean for the Laboratory School is 34.85,

making a difference of 15.15.
2.

The music talent of the pupils in the highest

group is sUfficiently high to make a special exploratory course
of value to these pupils.

Since their scholarship index is

far below their capacity, it appears that further motivation is
necessary to bring their work up to their capacity.
3.

The music talent of the pupils in the lowest

quarter of music capacity and the lowest quarters of scholarship index is sUfficiently low to justify a change in the type

ot activities for these students.
4.

There is little relationship between music

grades and music talent.

However, there is some little relation-

ship between grades and capacity in the two highest quarters

ot talent.
As a suggestion for turther research, the author is ot'
the opinion that a study of the comparison ot musical capacity,
psyohological ratings, and music talent as measured by achievement tests, and scholarship index of music grades would be most
Valuable and helpful to the Laboratory School.

It would also
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be most helpful if case studies v:ere mac,e of tte :pupils

in

both

the highest and. the loy,rest quartors of music ts.lellt.
as a by-product of this study, factors relative to the
administrution ,of the tests
e,

lk:IT8

been brouc;ht to the attention

of the au tho r.

o

One of thes,e by-:prcdu ct$ deals are C~: fically \7i th the
me thad uS,ed in obta inin['; the pupils in prepara tiOll to the
giving. of the tests.

When the first tests for this study Viere

given, the stuc1.entsVl.'ere asked to volunteer.

The author v,ent

on the ass1Jlllption that if the p'lJ.pils ccme of their o17n accord,
the scores obtained would. be representative
of their ability.
.
.
This proved. to be true in almost every case.

Hov:ever, it

Vias

iIltPossible ,with such a large number of pupils, to lr..eej:J and
maintain the pupils' interest throughout all nine tests.

As

11

result, it became necessary to ask the pupils to take the remaining tests.

troile the scores made on these 1D.st tee,ts were

not suffic ient ly low to change the already established norms
made of the first tests, the attitude of the pupils toward the
test was changed.

All of this brought out clearly the reed of

oapacity test vtlich will be as rel iable as the Seashore tests,

"

but will be suffidiently varied to keep the pupils motivate'd
throughout all of the tests.
As a result of this, the author discovered that it 'would

,be muoh

be~ter

in tba future if the pupils were given the tests

olass group.

By this, the author means that all pupils in

the eighth grade would take the tests together, all pupils in
the ninth grade would take the tests together, and so on until
all of the grade levels had finished the test.

If this pro-

cedure were fol16wed, the pupils would in all probability accept
~he

tests as a matter of course, and the scores obtained would

be as representative of their ability as if the pupils had taken
the tests of their own accord.
Until a test is made which will meet these needs, it would
be best to vary the tests given in the same period.

That is to

say, if all six of the Seashore tests were to be given, it would
not be advisable to give the time and the rhythm tests during the
same period.

It would be much better if the rhythm or the time

test were followed by either the memory or the pitch tests.

•

CHAPTER V
PROPOSED ACTIVITIES
In order to make any proposed program of activities
'which will care for the existing needs of the Laboratory School,
as brought out in the statistical study of the data, it is
necessary first to form the philosophy upon which the program
is to be based and to decide the aims and objectives of the proposed pr ogram.
There are two conflicting philosophies of music education,
both of which deal with the possibility or impossibility of increasing or improving the innate musical capacities.

The first
11
of these is well expressed by Victoria Hazlitt who says,
"It seems fair to claim that the details that are ~vailable favor

the view that genius in art does not rest on the inheritance of
a special ability, but on the possession of general capacity in
proportion to the greatness of the art together with some determining experiences in early childhood."
12
Mr. Jones says concerning Mr. Hazlitt, that "Dr. Hazlitt

believes that emotional drive is the prime factor in determining
the direction of one's activities and that this drive is determined by the early experiences of each indivi dual."

.,
11 Victoria Hazlitt,Ability; A Psychological StudY,
(New York:. -Maomillan
Co., 1930),. p. 65.
.
.. . . .
l2'A.J.Jones, Principles of Guidance, (New York:
MoGraw-BIll Book Co., 1930), p. 45.
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Further in the discussion of musical abilities he says,

13

"The musically gifted child is one in Whom there happens to be a
combination of all elements in high degree."
If musica1 talent is the result of emotional drives rather
:~han

inherited capacities, then the ability will change as the

emotional drive changes.

Music testing, then, would be valuable

only for immediate purposes and would be valuable to the teacher
rather than to the pupil.

Vocational or even avocational guidance

could not be based upon the ability tests since they would change
with experience, training, and environment.
However, if the child succeeds in doing only those things
in which he has some measure of ability, and if he dislikes to
do, and fails in the doing of those activities for which he seems
to have no ability, then an entirely new philosophy is advanced.
14
This viewpoint is best expressed by Hollingsworth who says,
"Musical sensitivity is inborn and probably cannot be increased
in any respect by training.

If the various elements are not pre-

sent in amount and combination constituting gift for music, no
course of training will supply the lack.
ultim~te

This is not to say that

adievement/ for those who are gifted, does not depend
\

upon training.

13

'.ill!. ,

Achievement arises from trained capacity."

p. 206

l'Holllngeworth, L.S., Gifted Children: their Nature

'~~'~3~~~ure..-~ltew,~ork: Maomillan Company, 1936, p.207.
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If musical talent is an inborn capacity, then the study
of that capacity is fundamental in public school music work.
Through such a study, vocational and avocational guidance programs
can be established as well as the formation of a scientific music
pr ogram which answers the needs of the individual pupils.

Most

educators in the field, hold the view that musical ability is inborn and that a guidance program is of fundamental importance.
In the belief that this philosophy is correct, the aims of
junior high school music, as adopted by the National Educational
Association, can be accepted as the aims for the junior high school
music department of the Laboratory School.

These aIDls are as

follows: 15
To develop concerted singing in the direction of

1.

mass chorus practice as well as to continue the usual class-room
sight singing and part singing.
2.

To recognize the birth of new affective, emotion-

al states in the pupils due to their awakening sense of the relationships of human life and the emotional aspects of these relationships, and to utilize the best of these qualities of feeling as
agencies toward the reenforcement and upbuilding of fine and strong
elements of character..
3.

To articulate closely for the pupils, individually

and collectively, the mUsical interests and activities of the
school with those of their homes and their community.
, ;.
16Batlonal EducatlonalAaaociati on, Department of Superintendenoe,
t: ~""
,Pifth tear-Book, 1927, p.321.
I,!

.

•
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4.

To recognize and encourage the special interest

that pupils of this age have in the mechanism, technic, and use of
musical instruments.
5.

To recognize and encourage special individual

musical capabilities as a feature of an avocational as well as
a vocational stage of development.
6.

To pay special attention to the diverging needs

of the voices of the pupils.
7.

To strengthen and extend technical knowledge

and capability with reference to tonal and rhythmic elements and
features of staff notation and sight
8.

~inging.

To add to the appreciation of the formal elements

in music, an appreciation of the moods characteristic of romantic
and modern musio.
In order to accomplish these aims as set forth by the
National Eduoational Association, the following proposed programs
are suggested.

Program I is for those students of lowest ability

and program II is for those students of highest ability.

It is

the author's belief that these programs, if carried out, will
help overcome the
ing chapter.

p~oblems

which were brought out in the preced-

Both of these programs will cover a two-year period

or the seventh and eighth grades.
I

~

The program for the pupils in the lowest quarter has never
been tried, but it is believed that, under these conditions, the

p~~ilsWill feel that mUsic is to be enjoyed rather than diagnostically studied.

PROGRAM I
PROGRAM FOR PUPILS IN LOWEST GROUP
OF JlUSICAL CAPACITY
This suggested program is that these pupils enter some
other field wholly apart from

~usic.

It is fair to assume

that when a child whose capacity is very low has reached the
height

of that talent development, he should cease his musi-

cal studies and take in its place, a type of work in which he
can succeed.

The continuation of music in which he has no

ability will only result in displeasure and unhappiness.

J.B.

Maddy, in support of this theory says, "The purpose of all
music education is to increase human happiness".

This seems to

imply that when music fails to increase, for a given child,that
desired happiness, it should be withdrawn from his school curriculum.
Mr. L.M.

~x,

in his book entitled Creative School Music,

says:16
The new philosophy of education prizes
. greatly the broad, rich era of experience.
It places the learner in the center of a
challenging social environment, and under
wise leadership and guidance, aids him to
selecf·intelligently from the numbers of
interests which such an environment stimulates. Minimum standards are set by the
learning group as a part of the intelligent
consideration of the environmental conditions
~.

. '16

!

Fox, L. M., and Hopkins, L. T. "Creative School Music"
. Silver Burdett Co., New YOJ"k, 1936, pp.6.

i

J
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for learning. Facts, informations, and
specific skills, become valuable me~s
toward more importand ends rather than
ends in themselves. Unhampered by specific bodies of subject matter to be flexibility, a freedom of movement of the individual,
an'informality leading to a broader, richer,
deeper living".
r~.

Howard Hanson, Director of the Eastman School of

Music, University of Rochester, in an address entitled "Uusic
Invades the Public School Curriculum", given at the National
Education Association's annual meeting in Portland, Oregon,
1936 said:

17

"For those few students who •••...
exhibit neither aptutude nor interest,
I should recommend no music instruction
whatever ••••• To attempt to force this
type of student into the arduous work
of mastering technic ••• is in the first
place, to attempt the impossible, to embark upon a mission which cannot possibly
succeed, and in the second place, to institute a course of instruction which,
doing him no good •••• will so condition
him in the future that he may fail ever
to acquire an appreciation of music which
otherwise might develop.
Those supervisors and teachers who are in sympathy with
the above theory would let such students drop their music work
altogether and enter 'some other field of activity in which he
Is happy and successful.

Students are often placed in Industrial

arts, home economics, art, social studies, science, or physical
eduoation or health programs.

For example, if a pupil is interested

In,beoomingacommercial arti st, he might be permi tted to do that
17Howard Hansen, MUSic Invades the Public School Curriculum,
Batlonal Eduoation Association, 1936.
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work under the supervision of the art teacher.

He might be'given

the responsibility of making all the advertising posters needed
for the various musical programs of the year.

He would do this

work while the other pupils were haVing their regular music period,
and he would receive a grade and the same number of credits for
his work as if he had actually been in the music class.
There are a great many arguments in favor of this type of
program.

Those cited here are not the only ones given, but are

perhaps the best.
Mr. B.B. Bogaslovsky, in his new book entitled "The Ideal
18
School", makes this statement.
"I am going to Branton ••• to
fight for real education that employing science and improving
society, progresses forward and upward, guided by the idea of
Personali ty."
If personality development is to be the goal of his school
system, it will be necessary to fit the school curriculum to the
varying needs of the pupils.

That is to say, the child with lit-

tle or no musical ability should be taken out of the regular class
work in music and either given a type of music training in which
he, can succeed or else give him a work to,do which iStentirely
removed from the music department.

Mr. Jaime Castiello, Professor

of Educational Psychology of Fordham University, terms this educational philosophy the "Utilitarian Attitude" of education.
laB. B. Bogaslovsky, "The Ideal School. New York:
Maomillan Co., 1936.

He says
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concerniij,g it:
Many educators are persuaded that the
study sUbjects, (language, history, science,
art, and philosophy) for the most part are
bei~g taught and learned in such a way that
students derive from their study a minimum
(rather than a maximum) of advant~ge. For
example, a man may have a gold mine on his
farm and yet use the land for raising cattle;
the land would be serving a useful purpose,
but the question remains whether the land
might not be yielding far greater profits
if used in other ways. Something similar
happens in education ••• A boy studies languages in order that he may speak correctly
and thus one day become, say, a good lawyer.
He learns science that he may become a doctor
or engineer. He need not learn much of some
other subjects offered since they are not
directly connected with his chosen profession.
In other words, practical immediate returns
is the real criterion of this educational
atti tude.
In would be far more practical if a pupil who has little
musical ability, would spend the time, ordinarily devoted to
music, in some other department where he could really tryout
his own ideas and obtain some general knowledge about his chosen
profession.
It is the author's opinion that case studies should be
made of these

pup~ls

,

who are low in musical capacity, and, on

the basis of these studies, place these students in other departments of the school.

PROGRAM II
A PROPOSED PROGRAM FOR THE PUPILS IN THE HIGHEST QUARTER OF
MUSICAL ABILITY AND THE HIGHEST QUARTER OF MUSIC GRADES.
This is also a special junior high school program which
may be extended throughout the high school.
I.

Aims

1.

To give each student an opportunity to ex-

plore the field of music as a possible vocational or avocational
pursuit.
2.

To lay the foundation for a more specialized

high school music curriculum.
3.

To help the child appreciate music through

participation, active listening, and knowledge of the fundamentals of music.
4.

To help the child do some type of creative

work in the field of music.
II.

Suggested Activities
These activities will be carried apart from the

regular class.

The time spent will be the same as that spent

by the regular music class.

Since the group will probably be

small in each grade, it is suggested that two or three grades
b~

combined in order to make a larger class.

The author is of

the opinion that no student should be required to enroll in this
"!'-.

olass, even though his ability and grades are sufficiently high,
unless he is interested in the work done by the class.

They
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should receive the same number of credits as all other students
of their grade level.
1.

The following activities are suggested.

In this type of activity, it is suggested that the

pupils do work of two types.
a.

Learn to play a musical instrument which is

entirely new to them.

This need not, however, be limited to

one instrument if the pupils can learn to play more than one
instrument well enough to be admitted to the band or orchestra.
This need not take the place of the regular instrumental class,
but should be an introduction to or a SUPPlement for that course.
The time spent on this phase of activity would not be sufficient
to play an instrument well in one term.
b.

The second type of instrumental work is that

done outside of class on the pupits major instrument or voice.
It is the opinion of most educators that such activities as this
should be recognized by the school, and that the pupils should
be given points or credits for such activities.
2.

Generalized instruction in music.
This work should include advanced sight reading

and dictation, a complete
understanding of such technical phases
,
,

ot music as note values, staff notations, musical terms used for
expression, tempo marks, and certain amount of harmony work,both

.

oral and written •
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3.

Music History.
A very general study of music history along with

a study of music compositions of the various periods and an
introduction into the study of very simple two-melody rondo and
gance.
4.

Creative project.
Some type of creative project should be encouraged.

This project could be carried on individually, in small groups,
or by the entire olass.

It might be in any field of music.
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